
bto SOUL 7- Balgownie - Sat 30th Aug 
Race 7 of 2014 bto Scottish Orienteering Urban League  

 

 

Balgownie is a mixed urban area, recently remapped, with 4 distinct flavours. 
The start and finish are in a large area of playing fields and surrounding grassland; 
much of the area is 1980s &1990s urban housing estate development; a small area of 
woodland runs close to the river Don and is intersected by the mill lade 
(uncrossable); which fed the Crombie Mill area, now redeveloped with modern 
mixed housing including some commercial use, flats and houses. 

N.B. The mill lade is not to be crossed other than at marked bridges. 

The playing fields and running track near the start and finish may be in use and are 
marked as out of bounds on the map. The courses are planned to largely avoid the 
pitches. Please avoid any other areas in the playing fields in which organised games 
are ongoing. 

The running surface will largely be surfaced, but there are large areas of grass and 
some paths in the woodland sections which could be muddy (depending on rainfall). 

The longer courses are planned to cross the busiest road by underpass. The 
underpasses form the fastest route although they are not compulsory. They are 
marked on the control descriptions with the Tunnel symbol. All road crossings 
should be managed with care, the area will be busy with urban traffic. 

N.B. Course 6 has a marshalled road crossing. The road should not be busy, but 
competitors should obey marshals’ instructions at all times. 

Course details 
Course 1 7.1k Men Open 
Course 2 6.3k Men Vet 40+, Women Open 
Course 3 5.1k Men Supervet 55+, Women Vet 40+ 
Course 4 4.2k Men Ultravet 65+, Women Supervet 55+ 
Course 5 3.2k Women Ultravet 65+ 

Course 6 4.6k Junior Men and Women 16 and under 
Course 7 2.2k Young Junior Men and Women 12 and under 
(Courses 6 & 7 will avoid any roads that carry significant or speeding traffic.) 

Pre-entries now closed. Limited EOD available subject to map availability. 
Start times listed on Oentries. 



Registration: 11:30 - 13:30 at St Columba's Church, Braehead Way, Bridge of Don, 
Aberdeen, AB22 8RR 

Starts: 12:00 - 14:00 
Courses Close at: 15:30 

Seniors: £8 (£10 if not BOF registered) 
Juniors (U21): £4 
Students : £4 

Emit timing to be used. 

Live Wi-fi Results: We plan to provide live wi-fi results at the SOUL event centre. 
1. Connect your portable wi-fi enabled device to the ORESULTS wi-fi network (no 
password required). 
2. Open a browser window and enter the following url address: 192.168.16.16:8080 
(save this to your favourites now!) 
3. Then refresh the page to see the latest results. 

Notices with these instructions will also be on display at the event centre. 
GRAMP would like to thank Keith Roberts of MAROC for setting this up. 
 

Please look at the guide below to what you can and can't cross in the way of 
walls/fences/open ground as per ISSOM (International Specification for Sprint 
Orienteering Maps). Remember - uncrossable features are marked as such because 
we don't have the owner's permission to do so, not because of any physical challenge 
they may present. For your safety, the mill lade is not to be crossed other than at 
marked bridges regardless of mapping. 

Organiser Helen Anderson 
Planner Sam Gomersall 
Controller Jon Musgrave (MAROC) 

 

.... followed on Sunday by Level C colour coded event at fabulous Glen Dye 

 

 

 

 

 



ISSOM (AKA SPRINT) MAPS vs ISOM (AKA NORMAL) MAPS 
 
Here are a few important things you should know about the colours and symbols on Sprint 
maps compared to those found on “normal” maps….. 
 

 
 
 
*In all cases, UNCROSSABLE means NOT ALLOWED because we don’t have permission 
to do so from the owners, not because we think you’re too wimpy to manage it physically! 

Dark grey = buildings which you are NOT ALLOWED to run 
through, even if you know you can take a short cut that way! 
 

Pale grey = underpasses which you are allowed to use to run 
“through” the building 

Thick black lines = UNCROSSABLE* walls 

 

Thick grey lines = walls you can climb over/jump 

Thick black lines with double ticks = UNCROSSABLE* 
fences (on “normal” maps this just means high fence) 

 

Thin black lines with single ticks = fences you can 
climb over or duck through 

Really dark green = UNCROSSABLE* vegetation 
usually hedges or borders 

 
Dark green = thick vegetation you can go into if 
you’re daft enough! 

Olive green = UNCROSSABLE* areas, usually 
enclosed yards and gardens but can also apply to 
certain patches of grass in public gardens for 
example 

Purple lines overprinted 
on the map = Out of 
Bounds (aka OOB)  

Individual 
trees 

Steps 


